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the episode begins with the first scene of the episode, and this show actually starts in the classroom. gumball, darwin, and bobert are in class. gumball and darwin talk about how they can't get a proper mark in the test, saying that they don't understand
the concept of homework. at first, it seems like it will be a boring episode, but it really doesn't. the episode is filled with many interesting scenes and lines. as gumball says, "the world is weird and it's mostly you." he says that he will probably not

understand what his assignment is for the rest of the week, because "assignments don't actually have anything to do with me and how i think about the world." the next morning, darwin wakes up, walking in his room, before seeing gumball sleeping. he
asks if he didn't sleep well, to which gumball responds "no, it was pretty good actually. i didn't dream at all." the two of them get out of bed, and gumball asks darwin how he's doing. darwin explains that he still hasn't figured out what his homework is for
this week. he talks about how he doesn't know why his assignment is to go to bed and forget about homework. the two of them discuss the concept of homework, before darwin suggests that the assignment be to "go to bed, and go to sleep, and pretend

like you never woke up." darwin explains that he's just trying to make things easier for gumball. the episode begins with the second scene of the episode, and this show actually starts in the kitchen. darwin is in the kitchen, and bobert is in the oven.
gumball asks bobert what is going on. bobert tells him that they are trying to figure out how to save darwin. after a bit of discussion, bobert explains that he cannot figure out how to save darwin, for he would have to be able to "violate" darwin, and that he

cannot violate his spinal cord. bobert explains to gumball that he is just doing what he thinks is best for darwin.
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at the beginning of the episode, gumball and darwin are discussing darwin's assignment. gumball asks darwin what is the assignment. he tells him it's to go to bed and pretend you never woke up. gumball asks if it's that hard, to which darwin responds that
it is. this is when gumball tells darwin that he is not going to go to bed and pretend he never woke up. as the episode progresses, the episode begins with the third scene of the episode. this show actually starts in the kitchen. bobert is asking gumball what
he's doing. gumball tells him that he is going to go to bed and pretend he never woke up. bobert tells him that is a bad idea. he explains that he's going to go to bed, but he's not going to pretend he's never woke up. bobert tells him that is the right thing to
do. this causes gumball to go to bed and pretend he's never woke up. he quickly realizes that he was not pretending. gumball, darwin and bobert go to the mall. meanwhile, in the mall, hopper and his gang of criminals try to escape from bobert and find an
alternate route to get to the vault. however, as they try to make a run for it, bobert cuts off their path. upon finding the safe, hopper opens the vault with a pickaxe and starts to shake the safe. however, hopper is quickly surprised by bobert and his gang of

criminals as well as darwin and his gang of police department officers that arrest him. not wanting hopper to get away with the loot, darwin and the gang of police department officers trap hopper in the vault, using a giant vault door that has a security
system. as hopper is trapped, gumball and the gang of darwin go to the mall. upon arriving, gumball tries to convince darwin that he should just let hopper go and that they can use the money to get his mom back. nevertheless, darwin does not listen to

gumball's advice and instead, he begins to have visions of his mom standing over him, asking if he's okay. gumball then proceeds to tell darwin that he will be fine, but he's not, for he is sad, for he has to let his mom down. after this, gumball also discovers
that darwin is just a human being, for he knows that his mom died of cancer, and his parents have never stopped loving him. as darwin begins to feel sad as well, bobert comes up to them and says that they are fine, as they are now rich; he shows them a

new pair of shoes. bobert then proceeds to remove his shirt to reveal a new, white paintjob. gumball is disgusted by bobert's actions and tells him that he should not be doing that. 5ec8ef588b
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